Smoltek newsletter, June 2020
Dear reader,
As we are closing in on half-time of 2020 we at Smoltek can look back at a quite
intense spring. In terms of business, IP and R&D there's been a strong development in
all areas.

Second license agreement signed
Just a couple of weeks after the first evaluation license agreement was signed, we got
ink on the second one. This 2nd agreement is signed with one of the leading passive
component manufacturers, including capacitors, in the world. The agreement is
connected to a joint project where the CNF-MIM-technology is to be evaluated and
optimized according to specific requirements of the licensee.
Read more: https://www.smoltek.com/post/smoltek-signs-evaluation-license-agreement-with-leading-passive-components-manufacturer
COO Ola Tiverman comments on the evaluation licenses
Sit down with our COO, Ola Tiverman about our business strategies regarding
licensing and customer projects.
Watch the interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JliZ3kJylJQ

Smoltek COO, Ola Tiverman

Event update – virtual presentations due to covid-19
We are preparing for virtual presentations at two occasions this summer. First for the
virtual version of this year’s ECTC in June. The second virtual conference will be IEEE
Nano at the end of July.
The ECTC presentations can be viewed by anyone this year, as registration to virtual
event is free for everyone.
Read more about it: https://www.smoltek.com/post/watch-our-virtual-presentations-at-ectc-2020

ECTC 2020 – virtual event

IP update
Our proprietary technology platform keeps expanding. In May patent No. 58 and 59
were granted.
Patent 58: https://www.smoltek.com/post/new-smoltek-patent-granted
Patent 59: https://www.smoltek.com/post/smoltek-s-59th-patent-now-granted

Smoltek R&D engineers in the MC2 laboratory

Financial update
The AGM is planned to take place in Gothenburg June 9. Due to concerns about the
covid-19 pandemic there will be a reduced number of seats available for the share
holders. Instead we will stream the AGM on the web and voting in advance is possible.
All AGM information is to be found here (in Swedish): https://www.smoltek.com/agm2020
Industry Highlights
Reading tips from the semiconductor industry.
• There is a strong need for placing smaller capacitors closer to the die (or chip):
https://semiengineering.com/3d-power-delivery/

• The industry needs to find new ways to continue scaling:
https://www.3dincites.com/2020/05/system-on-chip-disintegration-is-underway/

Keep looking forward!
Strange days, indeed. But even though the close future still is looking somewhat
uncertain due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we are more busy than ever and are
keeping our spirits high.
So, until next time, stay tuned for our press releases, website newsfeed and social
media postings during the summer.
And of course, which is extremely these days – Stay safe!
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